The young σ Orionis open cluster is a cornerstone for studying X-ray emission, discs, jets, accretion, photometric variability, magnetism, abundances, and mass function of OB-type, Herbig Ae/Be and T Tauri stars, brown dwarfs, and objects beyond the deuterium burning mass limit (Garrison 1967; Caballero 2008a) .
Figure 1. Color-magntitude diagram G vs. G − Ks of all 2MASS-Gaia DR2 sources in a 30 arcmin-radius circular area centered on the eponymous σ Ori star, which illuminates the mane of Horsehead Nebula. Red circles: σ Orionis cluster member candidates in the Mayrit catalog (Caballero 2008a ); blue dots: other sources that conservatively follow the cluster sequence (this work); grey tiny dots: other sources in the cluster fore-and background. The cluster sequence goes from O9.5 (M ≈ 17 M ) to M6-7 below the hydrogen burning limit (M ≈ 0.06-0.05 M ), i.e. covers almost three orders of magnitude in mass and over six orders of magnitude in optical flux. The virtual observatory-compliant .csv file for reproducing this figure, or investigating by yourself membership of stars in σ Orionis is available at RNAAS and at http://exoterrae.eu/pub/soT.csv.
